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ABSTRACT
The Montreal Protocol categorized R123 (2,2-dichloro-1,1,1-trifluoroethane) as an ozone depleting substance (ODS)
and forced the phase-out of its use in new products after December 31 2019 in developed countries and in Article 5
countries beginning in 2030. This led to the development of R1233zd(E) as a single molecule alternative for use in
low pressure water chillers. However, R1233zd(E)’s operating pressures are significantly higher than those of R123,
requiring new components and systems specifically designed for those higher operating pressures. R514A has been
developed as a design-compatible replacement for R123. An azeotropic blend with negligible temperature glide,
R514A behaves similarly to a single molecule refrigerant, allowing existing designs and equipment to continue to be
used with relative ease.
A binary zeotropic blend with a temperature glide of approximately 1 K was identified early on during the search for
an R123 replacement. The properties of this blend were similar to R123, making it a potentially design compatible
alternative. Tests were run in two R123-based chillers with tube-in-shell heat exchangers to characterize the performance of this blend. This paper reports observations made during those tests, in particular, the fractionation (shifts in
composition) of the fluid that occurred within the chiller and the consequences of this phenomenon on assessing the
performance of the chiller.

1. INTRODUCTION
R123 (2,2-dichloro-1,1,1-trifluoroethane) was introduced as a replacement for the ODS R11 (trichlorofluoromethane)
in 1993. Also categorized as an ODS by the Montreal Protocol, R123 was itself forced to be phased out of use in new
products after December 31 2019 in developed countries and can no longer be used in new equipment in Article 5
countries beginning in 2030 (although phase down is already well underway).
No single molecule fluid of negligible ozone depletion potential (ODP), low global warming potential (GWP), and
suitable safety profile (ie, toxicity and flammability) with properties similar to R123 were known at the time.
R1233zd(E) (E-1-chloro-3,3,3-trifluoropropene) was eventually developed and chiller products using this molecule
were introduced in 2014 (Kujak et al. 2016; Cooling Post 2014, 2015, 2016). However, its operating pressures are
significantly higher than those of R123; use of R1233zd(E) requires components and systems specifically designed
for those higher operating pressures. R1233zd(E) is classified as A1 in ASHRAE Standard 34.
An azeotropic binary blend of 74.7%wt R1336mzz(Z) (Z-1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoroprop-2-ene) and 25.3%wt R1130(E)
(E-1,2-dichloroethene) was discovered that has properties sufficiently similar to R123 to be considered as a design
compatible replacement. This blend is labeled R514A with a classification of B1 in ASHRAE Standard 34. This
allowed existing R123 equipment designs to continue to be used (Schultz and Gallant 2017). Chillers employing
R514A were introduced to the marketplace in 2016.
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A binary zeotropic blend with a small temperature glide of approximately 1 K was identified early on during the search
for an R123 replacement. The properties of this blend were similar to R123, making it a potentially design compatible
alternative. The specific constituents are not important to the discussion here and so are labeled simply as ConstA
and ConstB. Several nominal compositions were considered over the course of development; the blends listed in
Table 1 were used for the testing results presented here. Properties of the individual constituents were described using
the translated Peng-Robinson equation of state. Properties of the blends were described by the KW0 mixture model
in REFPROP v9.1 (Lemmon et al, 2013) with mixing parameters calibrated to a small set of property measurements.
The saturation curves, pressure-enthalpy, and temperature-entropy characteristics of Blend3 are shown in Figure 1.
The corresponding lines for Blend2 lie very close to those for Blend3. Table 2 lists performance parameters of the
two blends relative to R123 from a simple two-stage thermodynamic cycle model operating with 4 °C evaporator and
38 °C condenser saturation temperatures and 0.8 isentropic efficiency of each compressor stage. There is no evaporator exit superheat nor condenser exit subcooling.
Table 1. Composition of the zeotropic binary blends considered here.

Blend2
Blend3

ConstA (%wt)

ConstB (%wt)

49.5
58.0

50.5
42.0

temperature glide (K)
@ Tdew = 21 °C
0.90
0.74

Figure 1. Thermodynamic properties of Blend3 compared to R123. Left) Saturation pressures, Blend3 glide
(difference between dew and bubble temperatures at a given pressure), and ratio of Blend3 bubble pressure to
R123 saturation pressure at a given temperature. Middle) Pressure vs enthalpy chart with isotherms. Right)
Temperature vs entropy chart with isobars at bubble temperatures of 0, 20, 40, and 60 °C
Table 2. Performance parameters of the binary blends considered here relative to R123.

R123
Blend2
Blend3

CAP*

COP*

Pr*

∆H⁰*

1.000
1.035
1.069

1.000
0.996
0.996

1.00
1.05
1.05

1.00
1.07
1.09

∆CDT
(K)
0
0.5
0.4

mRv*

ρL*

1.00
0.97
0.99

1.00
0.92
0.93

Pevap
(kPa)
39.1
39.6
40.9

Pcond
(kPa)
145
154
159

Tests were run in two R123-based chillers with tube-in-shell heat exchangers to characterize the performance of these
blends. This paper reports observations made during those tests, in particular, the fractionation (shifts in composition)
of the fluid that occurred within the chiller and the consequences of this phenomenon, including the impact on
refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficients in the evaporator and condenser.

2. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EQUIPMENT
Tests were run in two different chillers designed to use R123. Both chillers were initially standard production models
that had been used in the laboratory for a variety of development activities. Compressors were of two-stage centrifugal
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design, fixed speed in Chiller1 and variable speed in Chiller2, both with adjustable inlet guide vanes. Both chillers
incorporated a flash economizer and employed fixed orifices between the condenser and evaporator. Heat exchangers
were standard enhanced tube-in-shell type. The first set of tests was run in Chiller1 with a capacity of 4020 kW (1145
RT) at 6.7 °C leaving chilled water temperature (TChWo) at 10.4 m³/min (2.6 L/min·kW) flow rate and 29.4 °C
entering cooling water temperature (TClWi) at 12.9 m³/min flow rate. The direct-drive compressor was run at a fixed
line speed of 60 Hz. The second set of tests was run in Chiller2 with a nominal capacity of 1055 kW (300 RT) at
TChWo = 6.7 °C at 2.73 m³/min flow rate and TClWi = 29.4 °C at 3.41 m³/min flow rate. A variable speed drive fed
the compressor with nominal maximum speed of 60 Hz.

3. FRACTIONATION OF THE ZEOTROPIC BLENDS
Refrigerant samples were pulled from both Chiller1 and Chiller2 at two locations while running under varying
TChWo, TClWi, and loading conditions. Samples representing the refrigerant leaving the condenser (the condensate)
were obtained by extracting liquid downstream of the compressor motor cooling pump into an evacuated cylinder.
There was generally plenty of pressure at this port to obtain a good sample (ie, 80% fill). Conservation of mass and
species requires the concentration here to be the same as the vapor leaving the evaporator and circulating through the
compressor (ignoring a small shift in composition attributable to the flash economizer). Samples representing the
liquid refrigerant in the evaporator pool were extracted from a service port located toward the bottom of the tube
bundle and at mid-length on the shell for Chiller1 and at one-third length for Chiller2. An ice bath was used to draw
a suitable sample into the collection cylinder. The condensate sample (well mixed) very likely represents the average
composition of the circulating fluid. The evaporator pool sample is more local in nature and might not fully represent
the average evaporator pool composition. Sample compositions were determined by gas chromatography.
The compositions sampled from Chiller1 running with Blend2 are shown in Figure 1. The larger filled symbols represent the sample measurements. The smaller open symbols represent the evaporator () and condenser () compositions computed to be in equilibrium with the respective condenser and evaporator sample as measured. The open
circles () represent the equilibrium composition of a “vapor cloud” that must exist around the liquid refrigerant
forming on the condenser tubes. Figure 2 clearly shows that a substantial degree of fractionation occurred during
these tests, remembering that the mass fraction of ConstA in the refrigerant charged to the chiller was 49.5 %. Secondarily, the degree of fractionation was mildly dependent on operating conditions. TClWi ran from 18 °C to 39 °C in
Runs 47 through 29. TChWo was increased from 6.7 °C in run 29 to 15.6 °C in Run 90. Run 91 was taken at
maximum capacity (90° IGV₁), stepping down in 25% increments through Run 94.
Figure 3 shows that the measured condensate composition is very close to the composition in equilibrium with the
measured evaporator composition for Run 19. Similarly, Figure 4 shows good agreement between the measured
evaporator pool composition and that in equilibrium with the condensate sample composition. Figure 4 also shows
the predicted composition of the vapor cloud surrounding the condenser tubes from which condensation begins at the
dew line and finishes at the bubble line.

Figure 2. Compositions of the evaporator pool and
condenser liquid samples taken from Chiller1.

Figure 3. Comparison of measured and expected
condensate compositions based on evaporator
conditions for Run #19.
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Figure 4. Comparison of measured and expected
evaporator pool compositions based on condenser
conditions for Run #19.

Figure 5. Compositions of the evaporator pool and
condenser liquid samples taken from Chiller2.

The compositions of samples collected from Chiller2 running with Blend3 are shown in Figure 5. Samples were also
collected from Chiller2 running with Blend2 with similar trends. Note that the match between the compositions
predicted by equilibrium from one sample and the measured composition of the corresponding other sample were not
as close as in Chiller1. This suggests that the evaporator samples taken from Chiller2 might be less representative of
the average refrigerant pool than in Chiller1.
Again, substantial fractionation was observed in both chillers with both blends, even though the temperature glide is
less than 1 K. This presents a key question in quantitatively assessing the performance of the individual components
of the chiller, in particular the compressor and the heat exchangers, because the local properties of the refrigerant
might not be well represented by the nominal bulk composition. Fortunately, at least in these chillers, the variation in
local compositions over the range of operating conditions was relatively small. This indicates that heat exchanger and
compressor performance might be assessed using a fixed local composition rather than having to create a model of
local composition as a function of operating conditions. The compositions selected as most representative of the
circulating fluid (the condensate) and the evaporator pool are listed in Table 3. The condensate samples were treated
as most likely to be more accurate, with the evaporator pool composition then best represented by the equilibrium
value computed from the condensate sample.
Table 3. Nominal compositions selected to represent local refrigerant properties.
ConstA / ConstB
(%wt)
Chiller1 w/Blend2
Chiller2 w/Blend3
Chiller2 w/Blend2

bulk
composition
49.5 / 50.5
58.0 / 42.0
49.5 / 50.5

circulating
composition
55.0 / 45.0
63.2 / 36.8
55.2 / 44.8

shift in
ConstA
+5.5
+5.2
+5.7

evaporator
composition
45.9 / 54.1
54.8 / 45.2
45.8 / 54.2

shift in
ConstA
−3.6
−3.2
−3.7

Applying these composition values to conservation of total and species mass indicates that approximately 60 % of the
total refrigerant charge was stored in the evaporator liquid pool with the remaining 40 % circulating through the rest
of the chiller. The majority of circulating fluid mass is liquid condensate filling the return pipes and the economizer;
the density of the vapor/gas phase for these low pressure refrigerants is quite small relative to the liquid.

4. COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE
The compressors in both Chiller1 and Chiller2 were fully instrumented to measure their performance. The pressure
coefficient (PC) is plotted versus the flow coefficient (Q/N) for the compressor in Chiller1 operating with Blend2 in
Figure 6a. The overall isentropic efficiency of the compressor is shown in Figure 6b. The pressure coefficient relates
the isentropic enthalpy rise across the compressor to the kinetic energy imparted by the impellers, 𝑃𝐶 ∝ ∆𝐻 ⁄(𝑁𝑅) ,
where N is the rotation speed and R is the radius of the impeller blade. The flow coefficient is the volumetric flow
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rate at the compressor suction Q divided by the rotation speed and can be considered the compressor volumetric
displacement per revolution.
The performance characteristics of this compressor are very similar for the refrigerants used here. This is consistent
with the results observed when running this family of compressors with other refrigerants (eg, R514A and
R1233zd(E)). The compressor produced slightly higher volume flow rates with Blend2. However, Table 2 indicates
that the pressure coefficient with Blend2 will be higher than with R123 when operating between the same saturation
temperature lifts; this acts to diminish Blend2’s volume flow advantage. The compressor’s isentropic efficiency
appears to be slightly better with Blend2 versus R123. The measurements on Blend2 were processed both with the
circulating composition listed in Table 3 as well as with the nominal composition; compressor performance is seen to
be insensitive to the exact composition used in this case.

Figure 6a. Pressure coefficient versus flow
coefficient measured in Chiller1.

Figure 6b. Overall isentropic efficiency versus
flow coefficient measured in Chiller1.

Chiller2 was run with both Blend3 and Blend2. The performance characteristics of the compressor are shown in
Figure 7. The similarity in performance across the three refrigerants is even tighter than in Chiller1. As in Chiller1,
there is little difference in performance with Blend3 and Blend2 when computed with the properties determined from
the actual circulating composition or from the nominal composition. This indicates that the pressure-density-temperature and specific heat properties of this pair of molecules is not strongly dependent on composition.

Figure 7a. Pressure coefficient versus flow
coefficient measured in Chiller2.

Figure 7b. Overall isentropic efficiency versus
flow coefficient measured in Chiller2.

5. HEAT TRANSFER PERFORMANCE
The heat transfer coefficients in the evaporator and condenser are computed here in the usual way,
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1
1
𝛽
=
+ 𝑅 + 𝛽 𝐹𝐹 +
𝑈
ℎ
ℎ

𝑄̇ = 𝑈𝐴 ∙ 𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷

𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷

=

𝑇
𝑇
𝑙𝑛
𝑇

−𝑇
−𝑇
−𝑇

𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷

,
,

=

𝑇
𝑇
𝑙𝑛
𝑇

(1)
−𝑇
, −𝑇
, −𝑇

(2)

where the heat transfer rate 𝑄̇ is determined from measurements of water-side flow rate, temperatures, and pressures.
The tube inside heat transfer coefficient ℎ is determined from a known correlation. The wall thermal resistance 𝑅
is small for copper tubes. The fouling factor FF is typically small under the controlled conditions in the laboratory.
The shell-side evaporating or condensing heat transfer coefficient ℎ can then be calculated from Equation 1 – once
the saturation temperature is determined for use in Equation 2. Here, the refrigerant saturation pressure in each shell
was measured (average of readings from three transducers placed near each end and middle of the shells) and the
corresponding saturation temperature is determined from the known vapor-liquid equilibrium relationship.
The saturation temperature is readily determined from the measured shell pressure for a fluid comprising a single
molecule (eg, R123) or an azeotropic blend. With a zeotropic blend, Figure 3 indicates that the saturation temperature
in the evaporator should be either the bubble point temperature of the evaporator pool composition or the dew point
temperature of the circulating fluid composition. Figure 4 indicates that the saturation temperature in the condenser
should be the bubble point temperature of the circulating fluid (condensate) composition (or the dew point of the vapor
cloud surrounding the condenser tubes).
The approach temperatures between the refrigerant saturation temperature in the condenser and the leaving cooling
water temperature tend to be very small in the two chillers tested here, ranging from near zero to 0.7 K with R123 in
Chiller1 and from near zero to 0.4 K with R123 in Chiller2. Using the bubble point temperature of the circulating
composition with Blend2 and Blend3 results in refrigerant saturation temperatures that are very near to and often less
than the leaving cooling water temperature. This, of course, is not physically possible, although small uncertainties
have a large impact here. There are several possible explanations. One is that the compositions used are not accurate,
although rather large adjustments are needed (on the order of 5 %wt) to change the computed saturation temperatures
enough to matter. Another is that the saturation pressure-temperature relationship for these blends is not accurate.
A third explanation is that the situation depicted in Figure 4 is too simplistic. It can be argued that the condensation
heat transfer process is driven by temperatures ranging from the bubble point to the dew point. This suggests the
option of using the average of the bubble and dew points of the circulating composition to represent the refrigerant
saturation temperature in the condenser. The refrigerant-side condensing heat transfer coefficients (ho) obtained in
this manner are shown in Figure 8. The condensing heat transfer coefficients with R123 follow the trend predicted by
the Nusselt model (here with power law exponents of approximately −0.4). Blend2 and Blend3 have condensing heat
transfer coefficients very similar to R123 at higher heat fluxes in both chillers under this scenario. As heat flux
decreases, the Blend2 and Blend3 trends behave as if a non-condensable gas is present. The diffusional mass transfer

Figure 8a. Condenser shell-side heat transfer
coefficients observed in Chiller1.

Figure 8b. Condenser shell-side heat transfer
coefficients observed in Chiller2.
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resistance of the “vapor cloud” could be stronger at lower loads where the bulk vapor velocity through the tube bundle
would be slower. The diffusional resistance could be smaller at higher loads when vapor velocities would be higher,
promoting thinner boundary layers and more mixing around the condenser tubes. ConstB and ConstA were found to
have condensing heat transfer coefficients equal to or slightly lower, respectively, than R123 from measurements in a
single tube test facility and the condensing coefficients for Blend2 and Blend3 were roughly 25 % lower than R123.
The approach temperature differences between the leaving chilled water temperature and refrigerant saturation temperature were larger in the evaporators than they were in the condensers. In Chiller1, approach temperatures with R123
ranged from 1.5 K at low heat flux to 2.5 K at 25 kW/m². In Chiller2, they ranged from 0.8 K to 1 K. This makes
determination of the refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient less sensitive to the choice of how to represent the
refrigerant saturation temperature. The average of the bubble and dew point temperatures of the circulating composition is used here to be consistent with the method used for the condensers above.
The refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficients observed in the evaporators of the two chillers are shown in Figure 9.
The performance is very similar between the two chillers. The decrease in evaporator refrigerant-side heat transfer
coefficients (ho) at high heat flux for Chiller2 is due more to bundle dry-out (decreasing area) than to a true trend in
heat transfer coefficient. The evaporation heat transfer coefficients with Blend2 and Blend3 are approximately 33%
lower than those with R123. (Using the bubble point rather than the average reduces this only a little bit to 30%.)
ConstB and ConstA are known to have equal to or better, respectively, pool boiling heat transfer coefficients than
R123 from single-tube pool boiling measurements. However, Blend2 and Blend3 were observed to have pool boiling
heat transfer coefficients 15% (at higher heat flux) to 30% (at lower heat flux) lower than R123. This degraded
performance can be attributed to the diffusional mass transfer resistance associated with the fractionation process.
The pool boiling results were consistent with the model proposed by Thome and Shakir (1987).

Figure 9a. Evaporator shell-side heat transfer
coefficients observed in Chiller1.

Figure 9b. Evaporator shell-side heat transfer
coefficients observed in Chiller2.

6. OVERALL PERFORMANCE
In the end, the two main measures of chiller performance are the chilled water cooling capacity produced and the
electrical power consumed. These measures do not depend on knowing refrigerant properties. The specific power
(electrical power into the motor divided by the capacity, the inverse of efficiency) is plotted versus evaporator capacity
for Chiller1 in Figure 10a. The capacity and COP with first stage inlet guide vanes (IGV₁) fully open (the right most
points in Figure 10a) are shown in Figure 10b. The capacity with Blend2 was within 1% of matching that with R123
when TClWi was 29.4 °C. An increase of 3.5% was expected based on thermodynamic properties alone; see Table 2.
The observed shortfall in capacity with Blend2 is due to the interaction of the thermodynamic properties (∆H⁰) with
the compressor characteristics (PC vs Q/N) in conjunction with a lower suction density due to Blend2’s lower evaporator heat transfer coefficient causing a larger approach temperature. The simple cycle model indicates that Blend2
should have a COP very close to R123. Blend2 had a slightly higher COP compared to R123 in Chiller1. This can
be attributed to a slightly higher compressor efficiency (Figure 6b) offset by a slightly higher temperature lift due to
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a lower evaporator saturation temperature. The trend in specific power shown in Figure 10 from Blend2 being lower
than R123 at smaller lifts to higher at larger lifts is consistent with the trends in compressor isentropic efficiency
characteristics presented in Section 5.

Figure 10a. Specific power versus capacity produced
by Chiller1 when TChWo = 6.7 °C as TClWi is varied.

Figure 10b. Comparison of Chiller1 capacities and
specific powers when TChWo = 6.7 °C and IGV₁ =
90° as TClWi is varied.

The specific power versus capacity characteristics measured on Chiller2 are shown in Figure 11a. These data were
collected along the path specified by AHRI Standard 550/590-2011 to compute the integrated part load value (IPLV).
Here, “full capacity” was set as 300 tons (1055 kW). Part load runs were attained by reducing the compressor speed
while maintaining full open (80°) IGV₁. Entering cooling water temperature was scheduled per the Standard.
The COP of Chiller2 with Blend2 and Blend3 was 3.5 % lower than with R123 when running at 300 tons. The IPLV
COP was 6 % lower due to the heavy weightings given to the 75 % and 50 % load points. The lower COP (higher
specific power) with Blend2 and Blend3 compared with R123 are due in part to lower compressor efficiency (with
the deviation increasing as the load decreased) and in part to the lower evaporator heat transfer coefficients resulting
in a larger lift. The compressor speed needed to attain 300 tons was 3 % higher with Blend2 and Blend3 compared
with R123, increasing to over 6 % at 75 tons. As in Chiller1, this can be attributed to the interaction of the properties
with the compressor characteristics along with having to compensate for the lower evaporator (suction) saturation
temperature due to the lower evaporator heat transfer coefficient.

Figure 11a. Specific power versus capacity produced
by Chiller2 along path to determine IPLV.

Figure 11b. Specific power versus capacity produced
by Chiller2 when TChWo = 6.7 °C and IGV₁ = 80° as
TClWi is varied.

The specific power versus capacity behavior of Chiller2 when run at maximum capacity as entering cooling water
temperature is varied is shown in Figure 11b. The shortfall in capacity with Blend2 and Blend3 when TClWi = 29.5 °C
relative to R123 is 3.5 %, consistent with the discussion of Figure 11a. The COPs at this condition are essentially
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equal. Here, Blend2 and Blend3 have slightly higher compressor efficiency than with R123. However, this advantage
is offset by the higher lift experienced by Blend2 and Blend3 because of the lower evaporator heat transfer coefficient.
The falloff in capacity that occurs in Figure 11b as inlet cooling water temperature decreases is due mainly to dry-out
of the evaporator tube bundle. The fixed orifices were nominally sized to become sealed when operating at the design
conditions. As the cooling water temperature decreases, so does the condensing pressure and the pressure drop across
the orifices. Once the pressure difference between shells becomes too small to push the full refrigerant mass flow
rate, liquid refrigerant stacks up behind the orifices to create the additional static head needed. The stack up of refrigerant behind the orifices steals refrigerant from the evaporator pool, causing dry-out. A larger temperature difference
(lower saturation temperature) is then needed to drive the heat transfer rate through a smaller wetted area. The lower
suction density and larger lift results in the decrease in capacity. The higher operating pressures of Blend2 and Blend3
provide higher pressure drops across the orifices, delaying sealing and stack up of refrigerant to lower entering cooling
water temperatures than with R123.

7. CONCLUSIONS
A zeotropic binary blend was evaluated during the course of searching for a replacement to R123 in centrifugal
compressor based chillers prior to finding and developing R514A. The thermodynamic properties of the blends
indicated that they should provide performance similar to R123. Tests run in two difference chillers confirmed that
the blends could be design-compatible replacements for R123. Only minor modifications would be needed to the
impeller diameters and the orifice plates selected to more closely match R123 performance.
The binary blends were observed to fractionate substantially within the chiller, even though the temperature glides of
the compositions considered were less than 1 K. The shifts in composition measured were consistent with the
thermodynamic properties of the blend. The amount of composition shift varied mildly with operating conditions.
Although the fractionation appears to have had little impact on overall chiller performance relative to that expected
with the nominal composition, the fractionation did complicate assessment of the performance of the individual
components. The compressor performance appeared to be relatively insensitive to the blend composition used to
obtain refrigerant properties. However, obtaining an accurate assessment and description of heat exchanger performance relied on using actual compositions rather than the nominal compositions. At least in this case, averages of the
actual compositions in the evaporator pool and the circulating fluid (condensate) proved adequate. The evaporator
refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient appears to have been substantially degraded because of the mass transfer
resistance associated with having to diffuse one constituent through a layer of fluid of different composition.
Curiously, condensing heat transfer coefficients (as computed here) appeared to match those of R123 at higher heat
fluxes, although trended downward as heat flux decreased, likely due to the diffusional mass transfer resistance
resulting in behavior similar to the presence of non-condensable gases.
The simple conclusion here is to use a single molecule fluid or an azeotropic blend in chillers or other equipment that
have regions (eg, flooded evaporators) where the vapor and liquid do not move together during the phase change
process if at all possible. Zeotropic blends, even with small temperature glides should be avoided.

NOMENCLATURE
CAP*
COP*
FF
GWP
h
IGV

capacity relative to baseline (R123)
coefficient of performance relative to
baseline (R123)
heat transfer fouling factor
global warming potential
heat transfer coefficient: i = inside/tubeside, o = outside/shell-side/refrigerant-side
compressor inlet guide vanes; IGV₁ = first
stage IGV

LMTD
mRv*

N
ODP
ODS
PC
Pcond

log-mean-temperature-difference
mass flow rate relative to baseline (R123)
for same compressor volumetric
displacement
compressor rotation speed (eg, rpm)
ozone depletion potential
ozone depleting substance
pressure coefficient; see Section 4
pressure in the condenser shell
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Pevap
Pr*

pressure in the evaporator shell
pressure ratio (Pcond/Pevap) relative to
baseline (R123)
volumetric flow rate at compressor suction

β₁, β₂

tube surface area ratios: 𝛽 = 𝑑 ⁄𝑑 ,
⁄𝐴 ,
𝛽 =𝐴 ,

∆CDT

heat transfer rate
Tbbl
bubble point temperature
TChWo temperature of chilled water leaving the
evaporator
TClWi temperature of the cooling water entering
the condenser
Tdew
dew point temperature
UA
overall heat transfer conductance = overall
heat transfer coefficient Uo × tube surface
area Ao

∆H⁰
∆H⁰*

difference in compressor discharge
temperature compared to baseline (R123)
isenthalpic enthalpy rise across compressor
isentropic enthalpy rise across compressor
relative to baseline (R123)
compressor overall isentropic efficiency
liquid density relative to baseline (R123)
mass fraction

Q
𝑄̇

ηo,isen
ρL*
ω
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